**I Quaderni di Caterina: Tuscan Memories**

*da: Arti Grafiche Cianferoni*

---

**Modello: LIBCEN-CAT001**

First issue of the year's publication *I Quaderni di Caterina* which collects the works of the main cross-stitch designers on a specific theme. This first issue contains 9 exclusive designs entirely dedicated to Tuscany signed by:

- Karin of Beardie Designs
- Kate of Bothy Threads
- Sharon of Crescent Colours
- Cynthia of Drawn Thread
- Linda of Lizzie Kate
- Marie-Thérèse Saint-Aubin
- Marie Suarez
- Michael Powell
- Nicoletta di Niky's Creations

*A must have* at an extraordinary price for all those who love cross-stitching!

**Price: € 7.50 (incl. VAT)**
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